
AIRCRAFT INCIDENTS 

 

PURPOSE 
To establish safe operating procedures for incidents involving aircraft. 

PROCEDURE 
A. Standard Blue Card arrival report transmitted on dispatch frequency. 

• Situation found (Fire, Crash, Fuel spill, etc.) 

• Size and Type of aircraft 

• Exposures 

• Location of and access to incident 
B. 360 with special attention to: 

• Estimated number of passengers and their condition 

• Have dispatch notify Redmond tower to broadcast emergency closure 
information if runways are blocked. 

• Tail number of aircraft if practical 

C. Transmit follow up report on dispatch frequency 
D. Assign Triage – consider disaster plan activation. 

E. Airport Locations - access, fuel stores, water supply  

F. Request resources/mutual aid as needed - EMS, Hazmat, rescue, foam, 
crash truck. 

G. If at airport, unified command with airport manager, obtain and review 
Airport Emergency Plan. 

H. If in city consider any evacuation needs, traffic control 
Safety Considerations and Checklist 

A. Secure the scene, aircraft, vehicle traffic, pedestrians 

B. Keep engineer’s side to aircraft if possible so they can see high wing or 
other objects that may be struck by apparatus. 

C. Consider potential contents of aircraft, wind direction, terrain and slope.  

D.  Fighter Jets - canopy ejection system (from side/never over top).   

E. Approach an airplane from the pilot side (left).  Helicopter pilots sit on the 
right side. 

F. Do not approach helicopters until all parts stop moving.   
G. Note fuel tank location.  Usually found in the wings or belly of an aircraft.. 

H. Park your vehicle outside the wingspan of the aircraft, to prevent a 
collision if it begins to roll. 

 

 



AIRCRAFT INCIDENTS 

 
Operational Guidelines  

A. Provide for survivors leaving the aircraft on their own power.  
B. Provide for accountability of all patients / survivors. 

C. Do not obstruct openings that are being used for self-rescue. 

D. Make rescue attempts through doors, window exits, or existing breaks in 
the fuselage before forcing entry. 

E. Bodies, or portions of, should be left in place and marked. 

 
A. Aircraft Fire   

1. Use Class B foam to protect occupants of aircraft, extinguish fuel fires, 
and cover unburned fuel. 

2. Avoid breaking foam blanket when operating nozzles. 

B. Interior Fires 

1. Shut off batteries / power supply to aircraft. 
2. Consider value and safety prior to offensive action inside any aircraft. 

3. If offensive - use structure firefighting techniques. 

4. Class A or B foam hand lines for interior attack per fuel type. 

C. Wheel or Tire Fire 
1. Approach from a 45 degree angle only, not from the side. 

2. If you can see the metal rims, you may be in danger. 

3. Magnesium wheels are common. 

D. No Fire 
1. Use Class B foam to cover spilled fuel and protect aircraft occupants. 

2. Assist or rescue occupants as required. 

3. Shut down fuel and air systems before main electrical. 

E. Mutual Aid Guidelines for responding to Redmond Airport    

1. If a location is not designated, respond to the Airport Flight Tower gate, 
next to Redmond Airport Fire Station. 

2. All mutual aid apparatus must be escorted onto aircraft restricted 
premises. 
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